Test Statistics provided by Blackboard.

Options available in Blackboard for analyzing your data

To access all tests options, click the drop-down arrow to the right of the question header name.

Item Analysis:
The Item Analysis tool provides statistics on overall test performance and individual test questions to help you recognize questions that might be poor discriminators of student performance. You can use this information to improve questions for future test administrations or to adjust credit on current attempts. You can run item analyses on deployed tests, but not on surveys. Access previously run item analyses under the Available Analysis heading or select a deployed test from the drop-down list and click Run to generate a new report.
Attempt Statistics

Blackboard displays each of your questions and provides the Average Score for each question.

View All Attempts
From this screen faculty may see

- how long a student took to take the assessment
- access the feature to Grade the test anonymously
- access the feature to Grade by Question which gathers in a list all of the student's responses to a specific question.

Column Statistics